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HERE IS THE RALLYLEGEND 2024 ITINERARY. THE LEGENDARY 

“DAKAR” AT “LEGENDAKAR”

A revised race structure for Rallylegend 2024 (10-13 October), which returns to the Republic of San Marino 
this year. Another important Special Event, “LegenDakar”, with cars and trucks, together with some of the 
great champions of the legendary “Dakar” race, during a static exhibition and a show around a dedicated 
stage.

Republic of San Marino. The organisation of Rallylegend 2024, a not-to-be-missed event for fans of 
rallying past and present, is already well under way. Now in its 22nd edition, the event is set to play out 
over four days, from Thursday 10 October to Sunday 13, for a Rallylegend that will run entirely within the 
con�nes of the Republic of San Marino once more, with a number of exciting new initiatives.
In addition to the already con�rmed “40th Stig Blomqvist Tribute 1984 Rally Championship – Audi Quattro 
Trilogy”, there will be another Special Event in the form of  “LegenDakar”, a fantastic tribute to the legen-
dary “Dakar” race.

Online tickets for Rallylegend 2024 are already on sale at www.ticketone.it from May 1.
Registration for Rallylegend 2024 will open on Monday 1 July and close on Saturday 14 September.
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THE ITINERARY: MANY NEWS TO ENSURE FOUR ADRENALINE-FUELLED DAYS
The “Sprint Legend Race” will open the Rallylegend proceedings on the evening of Thursday 10 October. 
The �rst battle against the clock will get underway at 8.30pm.
Friday 11 will bring an evening stage, as is tradition, with a 7.30pm start time and the introduction of 
three in-line special stages, “I Laghi” to be followed by “Chiesanuova” and “San Marino”.
On Saturday 12 October, the action will get underway at 1pm, with six special stages on the schedule (a 
set of three repeated twice) “Piandavello”, “La Casa” and the spectacular “The Legend”.
The �nal stage on Sunday 13 October, to start at 10.30am, is also revised. Competitors will complete two 
laps of “Le Tane” and one of the spectacular “The Legend”, but once they have �nished, “The Legend” will 
remain operational and serve as the stage for a spectacular show, in which the many champions and 
special guests will complete parade laps with prestigious cars that are real pieces of rallying history, 
together with the group of “Legend Stars”.
 
“LEGENDAKAR”: THE LEGENDARY “DAKAR” COMES TO RALLYLEGEND
The appeal of a legendary race like the “Dakar” comes to Rallylegend with a dedicated event, the “Legen-
Dakar”. The Porsche 953 Dakar with icon Jacky Ickx at the wheel and the VW Race Touareg, driven by 
Dieter Depping, have previously taken to the Rallylegend track, to the delight of the fans.
This year, a dedicated Special Event will celebrate the great desert rally raid, a race invented in 1979 by the 
brilliant Thierry Sabine and that has, over time, become a legendary event, whether in its African, South-A-
merican or more recent Saudi Arabian guise.
Twenty famous cars, symbolic of the Dakar, and several powerful trucks, driven by some of the great 
champions, including Miki Biasion and Juha Kankkunen, who contributed to writing entire pages of Dakar 
history, will be given dedicated space at the RallyVillage. As well as a static exhibition over the four-day 
event, there will also be a show, which will run at times compatible with those of the rally on Friday and 
Saturday, to o�er the fans a truly unique experience. On Sunday, the “LegenDakar” cars and trucks will 
drive the “The Legend” stage.


